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Seeding machine with seed delivery system
Ab.
.

Priority Date: 2/2/2009Pub Date: 6/26/2018

NARROW
Tech Diversity

A01C7/046 with perforated seeding discs

A01C7/105 Seed sensors

A01C7/127 Cell rollers  wheels  discs or belts

A01C7/16 Seeders with other distributing devices  e.g. brushes  discs  screws  slides | with distributing slots | (ref: A01C15/06)| ..

A01C7/20 Parts of seeders for conducting and depositing seed | combined with fertilising apparatus | (ref: A01C7/06)

A01C7/042 using pneumatic means

A01C7/18 Machines for depositing quantities of seed at intervals | dibble seeders | (ref: A01C7/002)| | single-grain seeders | (r..

A01C7/206 Seed pipes

A01C7/044 Pneumatic seed wheels

A01C21/005 Following a specific plan  e.g. pattern | precision agriculture in general | (ref: A01B79/005)| | steering or guiding agri..
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